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Camborne Science and International Academy
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Sample School Location
1. Lancaster Girls Grammar School, UK
2. Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy, USA
3. Kaohsiung Senior High School, Taiwan
4. Korea Science Academy, South Korea
5. Ritsumeikan Uji Senior High School, Japan
6. National Junior College, Singapore
7. Mahidol Wittayanusorn School, Thailand
8. Alor Setar Science School, Malaysia
9. NUS High School of Math and Science, Singapore
10. John Monash Science School, Australia
11. Chulalongkorn University Demonstration Secondary School, Thailand
12. Camborne Science and International Academy, UK
13. Camborne Science and International Academy, UK
14. Surya Institute, Indonesia
15. Lewiston-Porter Central School District, USA
16. Australian Science and Mathematics School, Australia
17. Fort Richmond Collegiate, Canada
18. Korea Minjik Leadership Academy, South Korea